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1. Introduction 
Given a uniformly bounded, strongly continuous semigroup erA on a Banach space X: 
(letA II G C,, 0) 
and u0 in X, we approximate the value u(t) = erAz+, at the time t, = n At by the solution u, of 
the q-step method 
q-1 
u ,,+r = c q(At+,_,, n > q- 1, (2) 
j=O 
starting from the procedure 
u,=d,(AtA)u,, j=l,...,q-1 (3) 
where rj( z), d,(z) are rational functions uniformly bounded for Re z G 0 and At > 0 denotes the 
time step. 
We first consider the scalar case where X= Q=, u,, = 1 and A = h E C with Re A 6 0. In order 
to obtain a global error u( t,) - u, = 0( AtP), it is natural to assume a local error in (2) and in (3) 
of order p f 1, that is to say, setting z = A At, 
q-1 
and 
eqr- C r;(z) e(q-J-l)r= O(zP+‘) 
j=o 
eiz-dj(z)=O(tP+‘), j=l,..., q-l. 
(4) 
(5) 
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We introduce the polynomial 
q-1 
P(X; z) =x4- c rJz)xq-j-‘, 
j=O 
(6) 
associated with the linear recursion formula (2); then condition (4) may be rewritten as 
P(e’; 2) = O(zp+i). (7) 
We shall say that Scheme (2) is A-stable with defect k >, 0 if: for all z with Re z d 0, the roots 
of P(.; z) lie in the unit disk and the multiplicities of the unimodular roots are less than k + 1. 
The integer k is chosen as small as possible. We remark that, from (7), 1 is a root of P( .; 0). 
The case k = 0 corresponds to the classical notion of A-stability. 
Remark. With each manic polynomial P( . ; z), whose coefficients are rational functions of z, we 
can associate a method of form (2); so, we can construct high order schemes in a simple way: 
If the method associated with the polynomial P(. ; z) is of order p and A-stable with defect 
k, the method associated with P(. ; z)” is of order mp + m - 1 and A-stable with defect 
km + m - 1. Similarly, if another method, associated with Q(. ; z), is of order q and A-stable 
with defect Y, the method associated with P(. ; z)Q(. , z) is of order p + q + 1 and A-stable with 
defect k+r+l. 
The idea to consider this kind of construction 
Baker, see also [l]. 
In this note we prove the following theorem. 
was born during some discussions with G.A. 
Theorem 1. If Scheme (2) is A-stable with defect k, if conditions (5) and (7) are satisfied and if u0 
belongs to D(AP+’ ), then the following inequality holds: 
(1 u( t,) - u, II x G C&,,t,k+’ Atp-kllAp+luo IIx, 
where the constant C, depends only on the rational functions rj and d,. 
The proof of this theorem uses the mathematical framework described in the paper of Brenner 
and ThomCe [4] and some technical lemmas; the case of analytical semigroups is considered in 
Section 3 and the hilbertian case in Section 4. For related works, see [2,3,6,7]. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1 
We introduce the Frobenius matrix R(z) associated with P(. ; z) and the corresponding 
linear operator R( AtA) in L( X9, X4) defined by 
R(z) = 
r, r, . . . r q-1 
1 0 0 
0 1 
0 0 1 0 
9 R(AtA) = 
R, R, ... R,-, 
I 0 0 
0 I 
0 0 I 0 
\ 
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where r, stands for T;(Z) and R, for Y,( AtA); we also consider the vectors in X4 of approximate 
and exact solutions: 
/ 
%+q-I 
u, = un+.¶-2 
> v, = 
4t ntq-1 > 
4t n+q-2 > 
4L> 
/ e(q-WAU ’ 
Cl 
vo= : . 
eAtA 
UO 
\ *o I 
Clearly (2) implies 
u n+l = R(AtA)U,, V,,, = eAtA< 
with 
H,(z) = (R(z)” - enZI) 
therefore 
U, = R(AtA)“U,, V, = enArAVO 
and we have the error representation formula 
U, - v, =H,(AtA)u, + G,(AtA)u,, 
e(4- lb 
ez 
1 
\ 
> 
I 
> u, = 
G,(z) = R 
d,-,(AtAb, 
dl(AtA)uo 
UO 
4” 
d,_,(z) - ecqdl)’ 
d,(z) - ez 
0 
(8) 
\ 
(9) 
I 
Lemma 2. (a) If z. is not a pole of R( z), there exist a neighborhood V. of z. in @ and a constant 
C such that 
Vn>ko,Vz~~o, II R(z)” II 6 C[p(R(z))” + nko~(R(z))“-k”]> 
where p( R( z)) denotes the spectral radius of R(z) and (k, + 1) the highest multiplicity of the 
eigenualues of R( zo) having modulus p( R( zo)). 
(b) If furthermore the eigenvalues of R( zo) which have a modulus equal to p( R( zo)) are 
differentiable over Vo, there exists a constant C such that 
Qn a k,, Vz E vo, l~~(R(~)~)l/4C[np(R(z))~-~+n*Oi$(R(z))~-*,-lj. 
Sketch of proof. (a) In a neighborhood of zo, it is possible to find an analytic and invertible 
matrix H(z) such that 
II-‘(z)R(z)H(z) = diag(R,(z)) (10) 
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is a block diagonal matrix where each square matrix R,(z) corresponds to one of the distinct 
eigenvalues of R( zO). Clearly 11 R(z)” 11 G max, 11 R,(z)” I( ; since the matrix R(z,) is derogatory 
and the eigenvalues of R(z) are continuous at the point zO, we can find invertible matrices 
Ps(z), continuous at the point zO, such that 
/A SO 0 \ 
1 &I 
psW’R,b>~,(4 = 
1 . . =4(z), 
where hZj stands for h,,(z). Part (a) follows from inequalities 
11 J,(z)“lj < p( J,(z))” + w( J,(z))"-l + * *. + C,“s~(Js(z))“-k” 
and 
I(R,(z)“l( G cIlJs(z)“lI. 
(b) From (lo), we deduce 
/I d dz (R(z))‘11 G C max,jllR,(z)“//+II~(RI(~))~ll); 
the only difficulty is to obtain an estimate of IId( R,( z))“/dz 1) when p( R,( zO)) = p( R( zo)). 
But, in this case the matrix P,(z) may be chosen differentiable and therefore 
for the matrix J,(z)” we have the following upper bound 
Lemma 3. If scheme (2) is A-stable with defect k, the unimodular eigenvalues of R(iy), when y is 
real, are twice differentiable near y. 
Proof. First, we remark that the eigenvalues of R(z) are the roots of the polynomial P( .; z). 
Without loss of generality, we give the proof only for the case y = 0 and for the eigenvalues 
which converge to 1 as z -+ 0. These eigenvalues can be written as Puiseux series 
Xj( z) = 1 + ajz5 + bjzsJ + 0( z”~), 
where 0 < rj < s, are rational and aj + 0. Since ) Xj( z) 1 c 1 when Re z G 0, we cannot have 
rj > 1; neither can rj = p,/qj be < 1, since each determination of z*/~J has to be considered. 
Therefore we have rj = 1 and aj > 0. Considering the case z = i y, we must have 0 < 1 - 
Re Xj(iy) = - Re( b,(i y)“)), which implies sj 2 2. 0 
Using the compactness of E and the previous lemma, we obtain the following corollary. 
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Corollary 4. If the scheme is A-stable with defect k, there exists a constant C such that 
Now we resume the study of the convergence estimates. Since 
H,(z)=(R(z)-erI)(e(q-l~z,...,er,l)T=(P(ez; ~),0,...,0)~=O(z~+‘), 
we obtain from (9) and (7) 
n-l 
H,(z) = C e@R(z)“-“-lHl(z) = O(zP+l). 
j=O 
Similarly, using (5), we have G,(z) = O(zP+‘). Therefore the functions 
&(z) = H,(z)/zp+l, G,,(z) = G,(z)/zP+’ (11) 
are analytic and uniformly bounded in the halfplane Re z < 0. 
Using the background described by Brenner-Thorn&e [4], there exist two functions xn and 5??,, 
in _L1(88j4 such that, for Re z < 0, 
KCz)=~ me’zZn(t) dt, Gn(z) = ~we’z9~(t) dt, (14 
and 
Zn(t)=9n(t)=0 fort<O. 03) 
We define the two operators in L?( X4, X4) 
I?,,(AtA) = iWe’Ar’Xn(t) dt, Gn(AtA) = lWefA”gn(t) dt, (14) 
and we have from (8) and (ll), if u0 is in D(APt’), 
U, - v, = AtP+lI?n(AtA)AP+luo + AtP+‘~~(AtA)AP+luO. 
Now, Theorem 1 is a simple consequence of the following lemma. 
Lemma 5. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, there exists a constant C such that 
Il&(AtA) II< CConktl and Ile,,(AtA) II< CC,nk+lj2, 
Proof. We have, from (14) and (l), 
II&&A) 1) G C0 II % II Ll(R)4 and IlGJAtA) 1) G C0 II % II Ll(R)4T 
therefore it is sufficient to prove that 
II %I II L~(w)q < Cnk+’ and 1) g,, )I L~(Rj4 < Cnk+‘12. (15) 
L,et us introduce the functions: $YY(y) = H,(iy), $(y) = G,(iy); from (12) and (13), & and 
+?n are the Fourier transforms of %n and gn. A Carlson’s inequality gives 
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from Corollary 4, we have 
(l%(Y) (1 G Cnk mm(I/l Y I p+l, 1) 
and 
(13;(y) (14 Cnk+’ min(l/l y ) p+*, l), 
therefore 
which shows the second inequality in (15). 
In order to prove the first inequality, we introduce the notations 
‘so sr .*. sq-I 
/ 
1 0 0 
t e(q-w 
s(z)= 0 1 --* > D(z) = 
. . 
,o . 0’ 1 0, 
\ 0 
where sj stands for sj( z) = y~( z) e-(j-r)‘. We have R(z) = e’D( z)S( z) D( z)-I, therefore 
4(y)= l 
(iy)‘+’ 
eniYD(iy)(S(iY)” - I)E = eniYD(iY)fj(y) (16) 
where E = (1, 1,. . . , l)T and 
fn( y) = (l/(iy )‘+I)( S(iy)” - I) E. (17) 
We remark that f, is the Fourier transform of T, which, from (16), is related to #, by the 
relation, (on the j th component), 
-Yt”,(l)i’ Tn(t- (n + 4-j))i 
therefore, using a Carlson’s inequality, we obtain 
II& II L’(R)9 =G c’ II K II L’(R)4 =G cl1 t ll:;n,.ii t’ (l~ac)9- 
The following lemma completes the proof of the first inequality in (15). 
Lemma 6. If the multiplicity of the root 1 of P( - ; 0) is k + 1, then we have 
Ilfn JJrlcRj < Cnk+1-1(2’+2) and II?; IILi(Rj < Cnk+1+11/(2r+2), 
where r is a rational (which will be defined in the proof ). If the multiplicity is less than or equal to k, 
then 
Proof. We consider only the case where the multiplicity of the root 1 is k + 1, the other case is 
easier. Relation (17) and Corollary 4 imply 
[lU~)((GCn~/lYl~+r and I(fn’(Y)I[ G C(nk/lylP+2+nk+1/)ylp+1). (18) 
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In the definition of S(z), we remark that p(z) is an eigenvalue of S(z) if and only if 
h(z) = e%(z) is an eigenvalue of R(z), and that the algebraic multiplicity is preserved. From 
Lemma 2, we can find, in a neighborhood V of zero on the imaginary axis, an invertible and 
twice differentiable matrix H(z) such that 
VZEV, S(z)=H(z)_ 
1 A(z) 0 
i 
o 
B(z) I H(Z)> 
where the matrix B(z) - I is invertible and the (k + 1) X (k + 1) matrix A(z) has the form 
(/%I(4 
\ 
1 l-Q(z) 0 
A(z) = 1 . . with ~~(0) = 1. 
\ 0 1 /G(Z)) 
Now we introduce the twice differentiable vectors A,(z)? B,(z), a(z), b(z), /3(z) by 
= Hwm, = H(z)& P(z) = -j&(z); 
(19) 
(20) 
then 
An(z) = &(A(4” -++>, 
Z 
B,(z) = (B(z)” - r)B(z>. (21) 
Since p(z) = (B(z) - I)-‘B,( z) is twice differentiable, we obtain 
11 B,(iy) 11 < Cnk, IIBi(iy) II< Cnk+‘, for iy E V. (22) 
We assume that the order of eigenvalues pLi( z) of A(z) has been chosen in order to ensure 
Oq=ro<-<Y1< .** <r,, 
for the first exponent of the Puiseux expansion 
pLi(z) = 1 + a,z5+’ + - e., Yjdl, aj#O. 
Noticing that 
n-1 
A,(z) = c A(z)‘&(z) and llA’(z> II G Clzl r, 
j=O 
we get 
II A,(z) II G Cnk+l, 
With the notations 
11 A;(z) II< Cnk+‘(l + n (z I ‘). 
44 = (a,(z),..., a,(z))‘, e,=(l,O ,._., O)‘, 
C(Z) = (A(z) - I)(a(z> - a,(z)e,) = (0, c,(z), . . ., c~(z))‘, 
(c(z)=0 when k=O), 
(23) 
(24 
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we can also write 
4(z) = -& 
n-1 
a,(z)(A(z)“-l)e,+ c A(z)%(z) . 1 (25) j=O 
Since the first row and the first column of A(z) are not used in A( z)‘c( z), this term is bounded 
by Cj“-’ ]] c(z) I]. Then 
II A,(z) II =G Cn“( I so(z) I + II+> II>/1 z I J’+‘. 
Similarly, by derivation of (25), we obtain 
II~~~~~Il~~~+~~ll~,~~~ll/l~I+~~k(l~~~~~l+ IIc’(411)/14p+1 
+ cd+’ I z I ‘( I %(4 I + II 44 II>/1 z I p+l* 
From the relations 
(26) 
(27) 
(A(z) - I)a(z) = zp+‘A,(z), ho(z) - Go(z) = zp+YA,(z))m 
we get 
uo(z) = o(zP-‘), u;(z) = O(zP-‘-I), 
c(z)=z”+lA,(z)-u,(z)(A(z)-I)eo=O(zP-r), 
and 
c’(z) = o( ZP-r-l). 
Together with (26), (27) and (23), it yields 
II A,(z) I] G Cnk/l z I r+l, \IA~(z)ll~Cn~+~/lzI forzE V. 
Considering (18), (22) and (23), we have proved that, for all y E R, 
IIQy)lldCnk ~n(O/l~l’+‘), 1) $‘< y) 11 < cnk+’ ~nO+4.C l/lvlh 
The lemma follows from a simple calculation. 0 
3. The case of holomorphic semigroups 
In this section, we make the stronger assumption that A generates a holomorphic semigroup 
on X, more precisely we also assume that the spectrum of A is included in the sector S, and 
vz E C/S*, Il(z~-A)-lI] G C/lzl, 03) 
where 19 ~10, &r[, C is a constant and 
S,= {z~d=; a-8< ]Arg z] <Torz=O}. 
We can make weaker assumptions on the scheme; we assume that the rational functions r, and 
d, are uniformly bounded in S, and satisfy (7) 
P(e’; z) = 0( zP+r) 
and 
ej”-dj(z)=O(zp), j=l,...,q-1; (29) 
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the last requirement is weaker than (5). We suppose also that the method is A(B)-stable with 
defect k, that is to say for all z belonging to S,, the roots of P( .; z) lie in the unit disk and the 
multiplicities of the unimodular roots are less than k + 1. 
We need also the following hypothesis: there exist n > 0 and p, 0 < ~1 -C cos 8, such that 
for all root X,(z) of I’(. ; z) such that Xi(O) is unimodular and of multiplicity 
k+l,wehaveVz~S,with Jz( ~17, IX,(z)] ,(e-PLlrl. 
(30) 
We have the following theorems: 
Theorem 7. If the scheme is A(B)-stable with defect k, if conditions (7), (28), (29) and (30) are 
satisfied and if u0 belongs to D( Ap), then the following inequality holds 
)I u( t,) - u, II x 6 Ct,k A+)1 A%&. 
Theorem 8. If the same assumptions are satisfied but u0 belongs to X, if furthermore, for all 
z E Se - (0) and for z = 00, the roots of P(*; z) lie in the open unit disk, then the following 
inequality holds 
II u(t,) - u, II x~ C Atp-k/t,p-k II uo II x. 
Proof of Theorem 7. We use the same representation formula (8) 
U, - V, = H,(AtA)u, + G,(AtA)u,, 
as for Theorem 1, but instead of (ll), we use the functions 
E-?,(z) = H,(z)/zP, G,(z) = G,(z)/zp. 
Then 
(8) 
(31) 
U, - v, = Atp(l?,(AtA) + GJAtA))APuo 
and 
IIu,- K (IX4 dCAtP(((I-?,(AtA)((+l16,(AtA)I()ttAP~oI(X. (32) 
Since lltin<z>Il <C, mM)zl, l~l-~), we can use the Dunford-Taylor spectral representation 
E?,(AtA) = +.I (zI- AtA)-‘fin(z) dz, 
r, 
where r, denotes the oriented boundary of S,. 
From Lemma 2 and (30), we deduce that 
vz E I-,, II R(z)” II G Cnk, 
and 
Vz E r, with I z I <q, 1) R(z)” 11 < Cnk e-CLnirl; 
therefore 
VZE~@ with z#O, I(I-?,,(z)([ < Cnk(zl-P 
(33) 
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and, since from (9), 
n-l 
tin(z) = C e@R(s)“-‘-‘ITI = O(.Z~+~). 
j=O 
VZE~, with Iz( ~77, (If?n(~)II<Cnk’l e-pnlzil~). 
Then, using (33) and (28), 
(34) 
<c !lk+’ J 
cc 
eCpnr dr + Cnk r-*-l dr < Cnk. 
0 J ?1 
We cannot use directly the Dunford-Taylor spectral representation for (I?,( AtA) when 
gn(0) # 0, but we can write 
c,,(AatA) = e”A%n(0) + &/ 
r8 
(zI- AtA)-‘(Gn(z) - e”‘Gn(0)) dz; 
therefore 
(ld,(Ata)!l~Cnk+~~w~~~~~(~eis)-exp(nreie)~~(0)Il dr, 
and we obtain easily 
VZE~~ with JzI >q, llGn(.z) - eY?n(0) (( G Cnk 12 I-*, 
and 
VZE~~ with JzI <q, IIGn(z) - e”‘G,(O) 1) < Cnk+t e-P”IZI I z 1. 
Thus, I( &“(AtA) I( 6 Cnk and Theorem 7 follows from (32). 0 
Proof of Theorem 8. From the representation formula (8), we have 
II uk> - u, II x~ C( II %@A) II + II Gn(AtA> II> II uo II x. 
Now we write 
H,(AtA) = (I- eAfA)H,(co) + &/ (zI- AtA))‘(H,,(z) - (1 - e”)H,(ce)) dz. 
r8 
From Lemma 2, there exists p, 0 < /3 < 1, such that 
VZE~~ with JzI >,q, II NT II CD”; 
using also R(z) - R(a) = O(z-I), (when z -+ cc), we obtain 
VZE~@ with /zI >q, [[H,(z) - (1 - e’)H,(co) (( G Cnk+‘p”) z l-l, 
and from (34) 
V’z~r, withjzj <r), II fL(d - (I- e’Pf,b) II 
<C(nk+’ e-~“~‘~~~~*+~_t~~IzI). 
Therefore 
(I H,(AtA) )I G C( nk+‘bn + L’nk+’ eepLnrrP dr) 
I 
O”e- < Cnk-* = C(At/t,)“-“. 
0 
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Similarly we get 
VZE~@ with [z) kq, l/G,(z) - (1 - e’)G,(oo) )( d Crzk+‘/3” )z 1 -I. 
and 
VZE~+ with Iz( <q, ~~G,(~)-(l-e~)G,(oo)((~C(n~e-~~~~’IzI~+~~(zI), 
which yields 
11 G&M) II < C(At/t,)“-” 
and completes the proof of Theorem 8. 0 
4. Remarks 
Theorem 1 is valid in particular when X is a Hilbert space but in this case it may be improved 
by taking condition (29) in the place of condition (5). Furthermore an easier proof can be given; 
indeed, changing possibly the norm in X, we can assume that e ‘A is a semigroup of contraction 
on X, i.e. I( erA I( < 1, (Vt > 0); then, from a theorem of von Neumann, we have 
similarly, 11 dn( AtA) (1 < Cnk, which completes the proof. 0 
Now, if we assume further that A is a (semidefinite negative) selfadjoint operator, Theorem 7 
and Theorem 8 are valid with 6’ = 0. In this case, the proof becomes very simple since, from the 
spectral theory, 
II Hnw) II G supx<o II f4,b) IO II G(W II d supx<o II G&d II. 
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